
PROGRAMMA D’INGLESE CLASSE IV AS ANNO 2016/2017 

Insegnante: Rachelina Potenza 

Numero ore settimanali: 3 

 

Argomenti delle lezioni e delle attività svolte:  

 

Performer Culture and Literature 1 

 William Shakespeare: life; the actor and the playwright;  the language genius; the 

poet; the comedian; the historian; the tragic playwright 

 The structure of the theatres; The Globe 

 Romeo and Juliet: the plot; themes; “The balcony scene” (analysis and comment) 

 Macbeth: the plot; themes; analysis and comment of “My hands are of your 

colour” and “The three witches” 

 The Tempest: the plot; themes 

 A Midsummer Night’s Dream: the plot; themes  

 Charles I’s reign 

 The Civil War and the Commonwealth 

 The Puritans 

 John Milton 

 Paradise Lost: analysis and comment of “Satan’s Speech” 

 The development of human rights: “The first two laws of nature” by Thomas 

Hobbes; “Of the state of nature” by John Locke 

 The Royal Society in the past and today 

 The Restoration of the monarchy 

 The Glorious Revolution 

 Sir Christopher Wren 

 The birth of political parties; Milestones: The act of union; Insights: Modern 

political parties 

 The English Landscape garden 

 A Golden Age 

 The means for cultural debate; the first dictionary of the English language, British 

newspapers; “The Spectator” and “Il Caffè”  

 The rise of the novel 



 Daniel Defoe and the realistic novel 

 Robinson Crusoe: plot; themes; analysis and comment of “The journal” and “Man 

Friday” 

 Jonathan Swift and the satirical novel 

 Gulliver’s travels: the story and themes  

 Cultural issues: tourists, travellers and movers 

 

 

Performer Culture and Literature 2 

 An age of revolutions 

 Heroes of invention 

 Industrial society 

 William Blake and the victims of Industrialisation 

 Analysis and comment of the poems: “London”; “ The Chimney 

Sweepers taken from “Songs of Innocence” and “Songs of Experience” 

 The American War of independence 

 The Gothic novel 

 Mary Shelley’s life 

 Frankenstein: the story; literary influences; narrative structure; themes 

 The epistolary novel: Shelley and Foscolo 

 

From A New Planet: Percorsi disciplinary e per il CLIL: 

 The cell 

 The diabete 

 Digestive system  

 The brain 

 Phobias 

 Bipolar disorders 

 

 

 



Attività di laboratorio 

 Visione film in lingua inglese: “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” 

“Gulliver’s travels” 
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